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Hoops group
leaps through hoops

Since 1996, an estimated
1,500 hooped structures have
been built in Iowa for raising
hogs. These tentlike, lowcost
buildings are easy to assemble
and quite versatile. But how do
they rate when compared to
more conventional hog
production systems?
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That was the main question
for the Leopold Center’s
interdisciplinary group of
scientists conducting research
on hoop production facilities
for swine. Formed in 1997,
the hooped house initiative
(a.k.a. the “hoop group”)
is led by Mark Honeyman,
coordinator of ISU’s research
and demonstration farms, and
James Kliebenstein, ISU professor
of economics. Coinvestigators
include ISU professors Jay Harmon
(agricultural and biosystems
engineering), Donald Lay (animal
science), Thomas Richard
(agricultural and biosystems
engineering), and Brad Thacker
(veterinary medicine).

Most of the group’s work is at
ISU’s Rhodes Research Farm in
central Iowa to compare finishing
pigs in hoops and in confinement
systems. Pigs of similar genetics
were fed identical diets and
managed by the same staff at
the same location. Four groups
of swine have been fed thus
far: two in the winter and two
summer groups. The results
disseminated from the group’s
investigative efforts have helped
Iowa State become a nationally
and internationally recognized
leader in the hoop swine
production area, with other
universities looking to the
Iowa system as they develop
their own hoop research/
demonstration projects.
Among the findings the group
has generated:
� Health status of hoopraised
pigs was similar to that of
confinementraised pigs;
� Pork production cost was
similar (but structured
differently) between the hoop
and confinement systems;
� Composting of manure
in hoop systems can be
accomplished effectively
and easily with lowtech
methods;

Interested onlookers view hooped
structures at the Steve Weis farm.

Organic initiative
Evolves
� Hoopraised pigs fought
less, showed less stereotypical
behavior, and responded
to stress with a lower
cortisol response that
confinement pigs;
� No major differences were
apparent in feed intake, growth
rate, feed efficiency, and pig
mortality for pigs in hoop and
confinement systems;
� Ammonia levels were shown
to be higher in confinements
than in hoops;
� Lean gain and efficiency of
lean gain were similar for
the two housing systems;

� Hoop pigs grew more slowly
and less efficiently during
the winter, but faster and
more efficiently during the
summer; and
� Nutrient losses from manure
are a significant concern
for hoop as well as other
production systems.
On June 20, the hoops group
met with 15 producers to discuss
their ongoing research efforts
as well as potential areas of
research. The day’s meeting
allowed the scientists and farmers
to engage in a frank exchange
of views and set priorities for
future studies.

Iowa’s acreage for all organic crops increased nearly

tenfold between 1995 and 1998, sparking a $200 million industry and an
urgent need for more information about organic production. With the dismal
farm economy, the appeal of raising crops that commanded premiums from
20 to 300 percent above market price was considerable. But what organic
crops can be raised in Iowa, and how?
The Leopold Center recognized the need for dedicated lands throughout the
state where longterm scientific research on organic crops could be conducted.
ISU’s organic crops specialist, Kathleen Delate, responded to the challenge
with the establishment of 12 research projects at nine ISU and private farms
around the state, many under the umbrella of the Center’s Longterm
Agroecological Research (LTAR) initiative. The Center has provided more
than $100,000 over the past two years for Delate to conduct growing
trials for organic and conventional commodities.
At the NeelyKinyon Farm, a 17acre block has been assigned for the longterm
study of rotated trials of organic corn, soybeans, oats, and rye. Organic
clearhilum soybean production is of particular interest to farmers because
of their high market premiums (as much as two to three times more than
conventional prices). A very wet spring in 1999 caused some problems
with timely cultivation for the organic plots, but soybean yields did not suffer.
Secondyear results from the NeelyKinyon LTAR site were very encouraging for
organic soybean production. The plots had an average yield of 47 bushels per
acre and a 41 percent protein content, both slightly better than the 1998 totals.
Organic corn yields were lower than in1998, but the $2 bushel premium for
organic corn could offset any decrease in yield. Production costs for 1999
were much similar to those from 1998, and both years remained close to
conventional production expenses. Soil quality was enhanced after only one
season of organic management, as was anticipated. With longer crop rotations
and additions of organic matter from compost and cover crops, yields are
expected to continue to improve in the organic systems. As organic systems
mature and premiums are likely to stabilize, components such as soil health
and cost control will become increasingly important to producers.
In addition to the field trials, Delate spends a great deal of time on public
education and outreach. In 1999, she gave 52 presentations on the ISU
organic research program, including information on LTAR. Two field days were
held at the NeelyKinyon LTAR site with 250 farmers and media attending.
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Leopold Center funds
help PFI leverage other projects

Practical Farmers of Iowa
(PFI) used their second annual
$50,000 grant from the Leopold
Center to support continuing
onfarm research and information
dissemination, and to help generate
new funding from other sources.
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Twentytwo farmers conducted
more than three dozen research
trials, along with several observa
tional studies and numerous
demonstrations during the 1999
growing season. Nearly 1,000
people attended the 33 scheduled
PFI field days. This was a decrease
from 1998 totals, but was consistent
with attendance at other farm
events around the state in a year
when farm income hit record
lows. Those who did attend the
field days rated the information
presented at 3.4 on a scale of
1 (lowest) to 4 (highest).
PFI was able to use Leopold
Center funding to leverage other
projects including work with the
Iowa Farm Bureau Federation,
the Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education (SARE)
program of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the Natural
Resources Conservation Service,
the Organic Farming Research
Foundation, and the Wallace
Genetic Foundation.

Contact between PFI/ISU
Extension staff and the Center
was not as extensive as in 1998,
possibly due to the impending
changes in leadership at the
Center. However, Center staff
took part in several PFI farm
field days. Education coordinator
Rich Pirog attended the spring
planning meeting for cooperators
in February 2000, and Pirog
and Jeri Neal attended the PFI
summer 1999 board meeting.
In 1999, PFI received financial
support from the Iowa Farm
Bureau Federation for the
first time and nine farmers
identified by the Farm Bureau
were integrated into the PFI
research network. Their field
days were well attended by other
Iowa Farm Bureau members.
Swine producers using alternative
production systems collaborated
with ISU Extension economist
Michael Duffy and Mark
Honeyman, coordinator of ISU’s
Research and Demonstration
Farms, to gather data on labor
costs in hooped house finishing
systems. At the end of 1999 Duffy
announced that, based on PFI
data, the average labor time for
finishing in hoops appears to
be only 0.27 hours per pig as
compared to 0.2 hours of labor
for confinement systems.

Weed Management
Issue Team wraps up work
and emergence data were collected
for the first two growing seasons
after burial. A second set of
experiments was initiated in the
fall of 1998 at three ISU Outlying
Research Farms (Crawfordsville,
Lewis, and Nashua) and at Dordt
College (Sioux Center). These
experiments included nine
common species and one or
two species selected for local
importance by the farm manager.
These experiments also were
initiated twice. Emergence data
was collected during 1999 and
also will be collected during the
2000 growing season.

Money from the Center helped
PFI obtain matching funds for a
new study of onfarm and invitro
evaluation of alternative practices
and materials for the control of
gastrointestinal parasites in swine.
This has been identified as a
particular challenge for producers
attempting to raise pork in an
organic system.
The 1999 growing season was
the second in which vegetable
producers took part in the PFI
onfarm research network. The
number of cooperators increased
from three to four and their
research ranged from planting
studies to biological control to
enterprise analysis.
PFI took part in a SAREfunded
project that evaluates two major
and competing philosophies of
soil fertility, one espoused by
conventional forces and the other
advanced by some producers in
the organic community. The
project aims to initiate a dialog
on these soil fertility questions
and determine the gross outcomes
in crop quality, soil quality,
and profitability for producers
following each approach. The
SARE grant will support the first
two years of the effort, which
includes six private farms and
two ISU outlying research units.
Collaborators include Kathleen
Delate, who heads the Center’s
organic initiative.

The Weed Management
Issue Team conducted research
to increase understanding of the
factors that influence emergence
timing of important annual
weeds. Emergence timing of
weeds affects the performance
of all weed control tactics, yet
information concerning this
basic biological process is rarely
considered in the development
and implementation of weed
management programs.
Field research was continued to
expand the database on relative
emergence timing of several
annual weeds. In 1999 an
experiment was completed near
Ames in which emergence timing
of 24 weeds was determined.
This experiment was established
both in the fall of 1996 and 1997

The completion of this research
will result in the compilation of
one of the largest data sets on
weed emergence. It will provide
information on both timing
of emergence and percent
emergence of seeds within
the seed bank.
The initial goal of the issue team
was to develop simple tools based
on growingdegree days that
farmers, consultants, and others
could use to improve the efficiency
of weed management systems.
Preliminary analysis has shown
that simple models based on
air temperature and rainfall
fail to predict weed emergence
with sufficient accuracy to be
useful. Possibly the accuracy
of emergence models can be
improved by including additional
environmental parameters

while still maintaining sufficient
simplicity for use by people
in the field.
Although the issue team has
been unsuccessful at developing
predictive models to describe
weed emergence, several
publications have been released
that provide useful information
on the behavior of the weed seed
bank. A regional project initiated
by the issue team, involving
Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin, obtained a grant
from the North Central Region
Integrated Pest Management
program. It funded development
of a poster titled Weed Emergence
Sequences: Knowledge to Guide Scouting
and Control. The poster was
produced in two sizes and has
been well received by farmers
and agribusinesses. It was
reprinted in the February
issue of Soybean Digest.
The issue team has demonstrated
the usefulness of basic biological
information regarding weed
behavior for increasing efficiency
of weed management systems.
Team members have prepared
Extension bulletins and articles
in refereed journals. While the
formal research will conclude
following the 2000 growing
season, the data generated from
the project should help improve
understanding of the fate of
weed seeds in agricultural fields.
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Taking a watershedeye
view of life

Partners in Future
Success: Working Together
to Build Our Future,
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a community forum on water
management in the Des Moines
and Raccoon River watersheds,
was held at the Iowa Farm
Bureau Federation conference
facility in West Des Moines
July 2830, 1999. Dennis Keeney
and Rich Pirog represented
the Center in the group of 50
participating shareholders.
Other partners in the watershed
planning experience were the
Des Moines Water Works, Polk
County Farm Bureau, Raccoon
River Watershed Project,
Polk County Soil and Water
Conservation District, Iowa State
University, and ISU Extension.
In sessions on milestones, trends,
and the future, the participants
sought to discover common
ground amidst their varied
collective interests and develop
new action plans that could lead
to better coordination of water
management activities now
spread among several agencies.

The forum members agreed to
continue their dialogue in the
months after the meeting and
selected five areas for future
action and accomplishment:
1) Reducing soil and
streambank erosion
and nutrient loss,
2) Forming an effective
watershed council,
3) Initiating countywide citizen
dialogue projects on planning
and zoning issues to result in
comprehensive land use plans,
4) Facilitating effective
stakeholder ownership and
community participation, and
5) Implementing 10 model farms
that use best management
practices by 2001.
Even though the institutional
capacity to carry out all of these
items is not yet in place for any
one entity involved in the project,
the general themes of the action
plans have helped energize several
of the participants. They also
have broadened the discussions
of water, watershed management,
and the roles of stakeholders.

Center Intern Amy Oliver
speaks at PFI Youth Camp.

Spreading the word
(and works)

Twentyfive regional
conferences, workshops,
and tours in 19992000
reached more than 2,500
farmers, community leaders,
educators, and youth in 18 Iowa
communities. Topics addressed
included water quality, local food
systems, grazing management,
organic agriculture, alternative
crops, composting, and nutrient
management. The Center
received a record number of
proposals for the conference/
workshop and special event
support program in 1999, and
made minor revisions of the
program for 2000 grant applicants.
(Numerous educational tours
and field days also were held
as part of the Centerfunded
competitive grant projects
and initiatives.)

The Center continued support
for the Story County Master
Conservationist Program in 1999,
and expanded the efforts of the
Master Conservationist Program
to three other counties through
a special project.
The Leopold Center sponsored
the Johnson Countybased
Community Guide to Agriculture
project for a final year in 1999.
The Clear Creek Watershed
Enhancement planning efforts
continued as part of this project.
The Center continued its summer
intern program, providing students
with exposure to sustainable
agriculture. The 1999 intern,
John Tyndall, a graduate student
in agricultural economics,
assisted with conference
evaluations and helped with
several local food system efforts,
including a paper on apple
production in Iowa.

Ellen Cook and Amy Oliver
shared the summer 2000 intern
ship, collecting data on past and
present Iowa food systems and
representing the Center at several
field days, tours, and special
events. Cook has a degree in
biology and environmental
studies from Williams College
(Massachusetts), and Oliver
is an ISU senior in public
service and administration
in agriculture.
The Center worked with the
Iowa Environmental Leadership
Institute (IELI), John Deere
Corporation, the Iowa
Conservation Education
Council, and the Iowa Natural
Heritage Foundation to sponsor
a Web site calendar listing
environmental and conservation
events. With the help of Center
staff, the Iowa ELI received a
REAP grant to use professional
coaches to build the leadership
skills of local environmental and
sustainable agriculture leaders.

Sustainable
Ag seminar
targets
marketing
The Leopold Center joined five
other ISU units in sponsoring
the spring 2000 multidisciplinary
sustainable agricultural seminar
for Animal Science 580. “Using
Alternative Marketing Strategies
to Sustain Agriculture” presented
10 sessions on various aspects
of marketing ranging from basic
principles to producer alliances
to use of the Internet as a
marketing tool. Experts in
marketing organic products,
branded beef, and specialty milk
products made presentations.
Other class sessions covered
marketing to institutions,
European agricultural marketing
experiences, and imagemaking
as part of marketing.
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Food systems
work flourishes

Iowa’s local
food task force
and food policy
council
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Seven people with Leopold
Center ties, including staff
(Rich Pirog), advisory board
members (Neil Hamilton and
Mary Jane Olney), and food
system competitive grant project
investigators and collaborators
(Kamyar Enshayan, Carol Hunt,
Larry Jacobson, and Gary Huber)
served on the local food task
force appointed by Iowa Secretary
of Agriculture Patty Judge in
1999. The task force released its
recommendations in September
along with an allIowa meal
served at Bistro 43 restaurant in
Des Moines. They encouraged
the creation of an Iowa Food
Policy Council, later officially
designated by Governor Tom
Vilsack, and hiring of a fulltime
local food systems coordinator.
Members of the local food
task force collaborated to write
and receive a grant from the
USDA’s Federal State Marketing
Improvement Program (FSMIP).
This funding will augment the
efforts of the three Center food
system projects.

Rich Pirog (and other
Center staff) spoke about the
potential for local food systems,
institutional buying, and food
system pathways (for apples
and grapes in particular) at:
� ISU Extension training for
food and nutrition specialists
and new staff,
� University of Nebraska
Lincoln meeting to help
initiate a local food
system effort,
� ISU Extension ValueAdded
program training,
� Annual meeting of Iowa’s
elementary and secondary
school food service staff,
� ISU sustainable
horticulture classes,
� ISU Agricultural Education
and Studies Teachers’
Academy, and
� Midwestern ValueAdded
Ag Retreat.

Photo courtesy of Mark Winne

Mark Winne shared the success story
of the Hartford Food System.

Communicating
about food
systems
More than 1,500 copies of an
impact sheet on regional and local
food systems were distributed at
the Farm Progress Show, Iowa
State Fair, several annual confer
ences (sponsored by SARE, NRCS,
PFI, and the Iowa Environmental
Council), ISU Extension value
added training workshops, field
days at project demonstration
sites and local community
supported agriculture sites, and
to Iowa master conservationists.
A paper on the potential for local
food systems in Iowa using apples
as an example, “Comparing apples
to apples: An Iowa perspective on
apples and local food systems,”
written by Rich Pirog and John
Tyndall, was published in
October 1999. Positive public

Kellogg
launches
initiative on
“Food and
Society”

response led to preparation of a
similarly themed paper on grape
growing and local food systems.
“Grape Expectations: A food sys
tem perspective on redeveloping
the Iowa grape industry” was
published in April 2000. This
paper also was well received,
particularly by the newly created
Iowa Wine and Grape Advisory
Council and the Iowa Grape
Growers Association.

Sioux Rivers
project connects
farmers with
food buyers
Networking of local food systems
in northwest Iowa is the goal of a
Leopold Centerfunded project
with Sioux Rivers Resource
Conservation and Development
(RC&D). Project organizers
hope to create a database that
will link producers and institu
tional buyers. Darrell Geib is in
charge of the $7,000 effort to
bring together farmer/growers
and food service personnel at
hospitals, hotels, colleges, and
convention centers that want to
purchase locally grown foods.
Organizers hope that this will be
a model for other communities
interested in promoting locally
grown food products.

The Center published a paper on
the local food systems potential
for apples in Iowa

“East meets
Midwest:
A forum on
creating a
sustainable
food system”
All kinds of food issuesincluding
hunger, exports, production,
and farmers selling to local
consumers–were on the menu
when a Connecticut food expert
visited campus May 16. Mark
Winne, executive director of
the Hartfood Food System, a
nonprofit agency that works
on food and hunger issues in
Hartford, Connecticut, led a
forum on creating a sustainable
food system. Winne’s appearance
was sponsored by the Leopold
Center, several ISU departments,
and agricultural interest groups.

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation
in early 2000 inaugurated
a new food systems and rural
development program initiative
called Food and Society (FAS).
Center education coordinator
Rich Pirog is among the 17
members of the Iowa core group
(coordinated by Lorna Michael
Butler, the H.A. Wallace Endowed
Chair for Sustainable Agriculture,
Vision 2020, and ISU College of
Agriculture administrators)
working on the FAS initiative.
FAS will concentrate on four
food system elements: food and
agricultural sustainability; food
and environmental stewardship;
food, science/technology and
higher education; and food, diet,
and health status. FAS will build
on the outcomes of earlier Kellogg
food system development efforts.
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Agriculture
and Community

Grants program coordinator
Jeri Neal spent another busy year
presiding over the dispersal of funds
for sustainable agricultural research,
education, and demonstration
programs of all shapes and sizes.
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Alternative and horticultural
crop education and marketing
pilot project • 3 years

Establishment of a local
food system in eastern
Iowa • 3 years

R. Fleharty, Southern Iowa Ag
Diversity Corporation, Corning

W. Jones, Johnson County Soil and Water
Conservation District, Iowa City

Area farmers are exploring development
of a cooperative infrastructure to produce,
market, and sell specialty and valueadded
horticultural and agricultural products. The
project as developed has a wholesale effort
and a retail/processing/incubator effort.
The retail/processing division has been the
most difficult to stabilize. Next year, the
investigators will focus on completing a
comprehensive business plan, developing
additional storage capacity, organizing
grower meetings, establishing demonstra
tion plots, and sponsoring cooking classes.

By building on an existing Extension 21
funded valueadded agriculture project, the
Johnson County Soil and Water Conservation
District and Johnson County Cooperative
Extension will pursue activities to develop
a local food system in the region and
maintain a local food system directory.
Investigators hope to increase commerce
between local producers and consumers,
strengthen ruralurban ties, and help the
public better understand the environmental,
economic, and social implications of
sustainable local food production. Plans
for the upcoming year include increasing
the number of producers and institutions
participating, the volume of product sold,
and the number of allIowa meal events.

Community and economic
regeneration through
strengthening the local food
economy • 3 years, ending 2000
K. Enshayan, University of Northern Iowa

The Center will fund 18 new
projects in FY 2001, and funding
has been renewed for another
29 projects to finance additional
years of work. Eighteen
projects are slated to end their
investigations by June 30, 2000,
and issue final reports on their
findings by midNovember.

What practical measures will enable
institutional food buyers to invest their
food dollars in Iowagrown products?
Investigators worked with many northeast
Iowa farmers, three institutional food
buyers, food processors, and government
officials to identify these practices.
Significant changes have been made
in local/regional food purchase patterns,
and findings were documented and
shared with other food buyers.

Examining the potential for
organic apple production:
the Homestead Orchard
project • 3 years
S. Muller, The Homestead, Runnells
A model is being established for a
commercial organic apple production
system for facilities that house people
with developmental disabilities and other
special needs. Staff and residents are
responsible for the soil sampling, plot and
materials planning, orchard planting and
maintenance activities for the 360tree
orchard. Residents continue to actively
participate in the orchard management.
The focus for the upcoming year will be
collaboration with an Iowa State University
marketing class to design marketing
strategies, and continued development of
intensive pest monitoring and management
activities. The trees are expected to
produce a first crop of fruit this year.

NEW Institutional and
commercial food service
buyers’ perceptions of benefits
and obstacles to purchase of
locally grown and processed
foods • 2 years
C. Strohbehn and M. Gregoire, ISU hotel,
restaurant and institution management
The goal is to increase awareness about
food safety and other procurement issues
surrounding purchases from suppliers. The
target audience is purchasing managers for
institutional food services and indepen
dently owned restaurants. The investiga
tors plan to describe current purchasing
practices, assess buyers’ attitudes about
purchasing from local suppliers, and test
for pathogen activity in selected products
including fresh produce, meat and poultry,
eggs and grocery items. They will be
looking for similarities and differences
between nationally and locally produced
foods. Efforts will be focused within a
120mile radius of Ames.

NEW An internship program
to help institutional food buyers
develop links to local farms in
northeast Iowa • 3 years
K. Enshayan, Center for Energy and
Environmental Education, UNI
In earlier work to encourage institutional
purchases of local farm products, one key
element of a successful relationship was
having trained interns to provide oneon
one assistance for the food buyer and the
farmer. The primary goal of this project
will be to facilitate a stable local food
buying process by placing trained interns
in several hospitals and nursing homes,
and with other large food buyers. Farmer
income and satisfaction levels will be
monitored as part of the work, and a
manual will be prepared to summarize
the barriers and opportunities for
incorporating local food into institutions.

DNR fisheries biologist Paul Sleeper, Iowa
County Conservation Board naturalist
Maria Koschmeder, and participants in
the Master Conservationist Program in
Iowa and Poweshiek counties discuss the
catfish rearing project at Lake Iowa park.

Iowa Master Conservationist
program • 2 years
J.L. Pease, ISU animal ecology
The Master Conservationist program is
modeled after the Master Gardener
program, Master Woodland Manager
program, and a successful Center
sponsored Story County pilot program.
It consists of 32 hours of handson
educational sessions followed by 32
hours of volunteer activity by each course
participant. The program meets a need
for a communitywide and broadly based
natural resource conservation literacy
program for adults. Grant funds will be
used to expand the program to eight
additional counties in the next two years.
Counties identified for the first year included
Cerro Gordo, Iowa/Poweshiek, and
Webster; counties identified for the
upcoming year include Buchanan,
Jackson, Des Moines, Marshall,
Harrison, and Woodbury.

Sustainability and community
food systems in four Iowa
counties • 3 years
C. Hinrichs, ISU sociology

NEW Grassbased dairies
and dairy networks/
promotions • 2 years
B. Beaman, Ag Connect, Lenox

Making the connection: linking
farms to hotels, restaurants
and institutions (HRIs) • 2 years
G. Huber and R. Karp,
Practical Farmers of Iowa
The HRI market in Iowa appears to hold
great potential for small to mediumscale
farmers. Investigators estimate that if
only 10 percent of the state’s annual
sales of fruits, vegetables, meat, fish, and
poultry are locally grown and raised, the
market potential is about $171 million.
They have outlined opportunities and
barriers in the market for HRI buyers,
staff, and clients, as well as farmer
producers. Work will continue in the
upcoming year, especially as it relates
to developing models for linking Iowa
producers and HRIs in these markets.

Ag Connect is leading an initiative to
promote, provide information for, and
help establish a grassbased dairy network
in southern Iowa. This planning grant will
include funds for investigators to visit
farms and related dairy businesses, to
enlist “mentor” operations, and to collect
input and expertise from dairy specialists
and analysts. It also will include interviews
with selected people who attended
grassbased dairy meetings last year. The
interviews will be used to identify strong
candidates for the goal of successfully
establishing 12 grassbased dairies in
southern Iowa. Collaborators include the
Iowa Farm Bureau, Natural Resources and
Conservation Service, and ISU Extension.

Current popular discussion about
globalization in agriculture often refers to
global and local food systems without
empirical evidence about the nature and
dynamics of either. Using case studies in
Benton, Audubon, Marshall, and Johnson
counties, historical, statistical, and survey
data are collected to identify the key food
related issues and ventures and their local
and nonlocal aspects. The first stage of the
research has included food system data
collection on production, processing,
distribution, service, consumption, security,
education, and policy. The second stage
involves individual field interviews to
characterize food system ventures
(farmers markets, smallscale processors,
community supported agriculture groups,
etc) and traditional food system outlets
(lockers, independent grocers, congregate
meal programs). The aggregate
information will be used to help describe
the sustainability of the community
food system in each county.
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Agroecology
Ecology and restoration of
farmland woods in central
Iowa • 3 years, ending 2000

Improving tree establishment
with forage crops • 3 years
C. Mize, ISU forestry

D. Farrar, ISU botany
What do we know about the ecology
of woodland understory plant species
in central Iowa and how can they be
preserved and increased? An inventory
conducted in 199798 by graduate student
Cathy Mabry provided information and
comparisons of grazed and ungrazed
woodlands. Her further research considered
dispersal, seed germination, and seedling
survival for sparse and common understory
species. The information will assist
landowners in planning successful
woodland restoration.
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Evaluation of three cropping
systems grown under the
influence of a shelterbelt •
3 years, ending 2000
C. Mize, ISU forestry

“Roses for the 1987 and
1989 Iowa Legislatures,
whose leaders made them
landmark sessions for
environmental protection.
They created the Leopold
Center for Sustainable
Agriculture at Iowa State
University and the state’s
Resource Enhancement and
Protection (REAP) program.”
Des Moines Register, January 1, 2000,
citing things that moved Iowa
forward in the past century

How does a shelterbelt influence growing
and yield of various cropping systems in
an onfarm environment? Yields were
initially analyzed for three combinations
(strip intercropping with swine manure
applied to the harvested oats strip,
continuous corn, and a cornsoybean
rotation) Preliminary findings showed
little shelterbelt effect on corn
characteristics, with soybean response
not yet calculated, and oat plots too
small for accurate yield monitoring.
During the second year, the cooperator
decided against strip intercropping.
Biomass and some meteorological
data also are being collected.

The project will document tree survival
and growth, crop productivity, and system
economics for fast growing and highvalue
hardwood seedlings under weed control
treatments that include small grain/forage
crop combinations, herbicides, cultivation,
and mowing. First and secondyear tree
survival was excellent at both bottomland
and upland sites, although it has not yet
been possible to determine any statistical
differences between growth rates under
the different treatments.

Iowa location for pawpaw
regional trials • 3 years
P. O’Malley, Johnson County
Extension, Iowa City
As a first step in evaluating the potential
of the indigenous pawpaw fruit as a
commercial crop for Iowa, the project
established a Louisa County site as part
of the Pawpaw Foundation regional trials.
Twentyeight selections will be evaluated
for fruit and growth characteristics. Three
hundred trees were set out in spring of
1999, and first year survival rates of
about 87 percent were as expected.
Some replanting occurred in the spring
of 2000, and monitoring of survival and
growth will continue in the next year.

Evaluating the adaptability of
forage species and varieties in
northwest and south central
Iowa • 3 years
D. Haden, ISU Northwest Research and
Demonstration Farm, Sutherland

Crop and/or Forage
Systems

NEW Development of
dormancy breaking mechanisms
in eastern gamagrass • 3 years
L.R. Gibson and A.D. Knapp, ISU agronomy
Interest in gamagrass has resurfaced in
recent years because of its potential value
as a forage that livestock prefer, as a
possible silage replacement for corn on
marginal land, as grass hedges for control
of soil erosion, for wildlife habitat, for
biomass production, and for reclamation
of certain lowland areas and disturbed
sites. Unfortunately, eastern gamagrass
also boasts a robust seed dormancy
mechanism, making it very difficult to
establish. In a continuation of prior work
funded by the Center, researchers will
search for a way to supply a highgermi
nation dry seed for producers and
conservationists. Their objectives will
include breaking seed dormancy in a
practical manner, increasing germination
rate, and speeding seedling development.

Development of switchgrass
as a viable agricultural
commodity for farmers
in southern Iowa • 4 years
J. Cooper, Chariton Valley
RC&D, Centerville

Stands of legumes and grass species will
be evaluated at Doone and McNay research
farm sites to determine regional adapta
tion, longevity, and forage traits. In the
legume studies, ‘Rhizo’ kura clover,
‘Windsor’ cicer milkvetch, and ‘Bigbee’
berseem clover will be compared to
‘Marathon’ red clover, ‘Jade II’ alfalfa,
and ‘Norecen’ birdsfoot trefoil. The eight
grass species and varieties include ‘Pete’
Eastern gamagrass, ‘Barenbrug’ perennial
ryegrass, ‘Sikem’ annual ryegrass, and
‘Cheyenne’ bermudagrass to be evaluated
against ‘Bounty’ smooth bromegrass,
‘Duke’ orchard grass, ‘Climax’ timothy,
and an endofree tall fescue. The project
was to be established in 1999, but inves
tigators have been unable to acquire the
rhizomatous birdsfoot trefoil seed originally
proposed to be tested.

Feasibility of organic
soybean production following
Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) land • 3 years
K. Delate, ISU horticulture and agronomy

Switchgrass has the potential to move
from being a conservation/wildlife habitat
mainstay to a cash energy crop for southern
Iowa farmers. Leopold Center funds are
supporting information and education
activities of the Chariton Valley Biomass
project, which is exploring cofiring,
gasification, switchgrass production,
management, and environmental
assessments. Outreach efforts include
fact sheets, brochures, newsletters,
publications, displays, slide set, Web site,
and public field days and demonstrations.

By evaluating yield, pest status, soil health
indicators, and economics of organic
soybeans on CRP ground, this project
will document biological and economic
outcomes of different treatments within the
organic system and explore implications for
management practices. Research plot trials
were established at the McNay Research
and Demonstration Farm near Chariton in
the fall of 1998. The 32 plots are being
used to evaluate treatments of fall
moldboard plow with spring disking and

harrowing; fall plowing with Kverneland
plow and spring field cultivating; fall and
spring Howard Rotovator treatments; and
spring moldboard plow with secondary
disking and harrowing. Onfarm trials near
Clinton and Brooklyn were delayed for the
year by producer commitments and lack
of NCRS permission.

Genetic diversity and
performance of oat variety
blends • 18 months,
ending 2000
J. Holland, ISU agronomy
While oats would provide added diversity
to Iowa’s common cornsoybean rotation,
farmers are reluctant to plant oats because
of their unreliable yields. Current practice
is to grow stands of pureline variety
oats. This study looked at oat variety
blends, and the level of genetic diversity
necessary among the oat blends to
achieve more consistent yields.

NEW Improving productivity
of warmseason pastures by
interseeding legumes • 3 years
K. Moore, ISU agronomy
Growing legumes in mixtures with warm
season grasses could improve the quality
of forage to grazing animals, and
potentially reduce or eliminate nitrogen
fertilizer requirements of a pasture.
Twelve annual, biennial, and perennial
legumes have been interseeded into
existing switchgrass and big bluestem
pastures at the ISU Western Research Farm
near Castana as part of earlier Leopold
funded work. Using strip grazing of beef
cattle, and by monitoring cattle weights,
forage and soil quality, and legume
persistence, the investigator now plans
to develop strategies to optimize warm
season grass pastures for cattle production.
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